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feels its power, time after time we find a reaction from
the views of their elders.
Yet much can and should be done and the prospect is
all the more hopeful because so many people can take
a share in the training. It is not a case of teaching definite
facts, hut of encouraging in all learners an attitude of
interest in what the other man thinks and feels and why
he acts in a given way. The historian who shows the
English boy that France had a different point of -view of
Henry V's virtues, or the geographer who helps his class
to see how Japan feels about the Australian empty spaces ;
to coine nearer home, the domestic science teacher who
gets a class of girls from comfortable homes to work out
the best method for a mother to bring up children on the
dole: all aid in educating children to think and feel
socially.
To help towards better understanding of men and to
those larger sympathies that are an urge to helpful action
is undoubtedly one of the most important aims of all
educators and in many ways a direct responsibility of
schools. Such an attitude is characteristic of men of
Hberal education, and schools should be judged by the
way the men who were trained in them think, feel and act.
But how actually men act, what attitude they take up
towards the great problems of life should be their own
concern.
At school they will have been trained to think and all
that entails ; their sympathies will have beaa widened and
social action encouraged. But the teacher who impresses
on the plastic minds of his pupils his own pet theory o!
government, Ms own views of social theory, his own pana-
ceas is overstepping the mark. Consciously to drill the
young to think and feel and act in a definite way seems
to me ethically unsound. The pliant and docile accept
through suggestion, the self-willed join the opposite camp.
All fail to get that driving force that only comes feom self-

